LAS AMERICAS IMMIGRANT ADVOCACY CENTER

JOIN THE FIGHT FOR MIGRANT RIGHTS

LAS AMERICAS RESPONDS TO 10 HOUR HAUL OF REMAIN IN MEXICO

 AND THE EVENTUAL HEARTBREAKING DECISION OF THE COURT CONTINUING REMAIN IN MEXICO
On Friday Las Americas attempted to cross four vulnerable families with sick children and babies in light of the injunction that halted **Remain in Mexico**.

Despite the urgent **humanitarian needs** and the injunction being in place, our team and the families were turned away.
Our team will continue to fight for their safety. We refuse to give up or compromise our values. The courts stood by our country's values today, they stood with families, compassion, and empathy. We demand @CBP to do the same. END/
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WE DO NOT GIVE UP

I Want To Help

After 8 Months, Young Honduran Persecuted For Being Gay, Finally Released On A 20k Bond
At 19 years old Selvin fled his country due to threats of persecution. He spent almost a year in detention without a single court hearing due to ICE not scheduling bond on time. After pressure from Las Americas, Selvin received his bond and sponsors all over the country contributed to his release.
A Mother Was Burned With Acid In Mexico. The U.S. Government Still Sent Her Back.

Lawyers hope a new federal court injunction will prevent her from being returned to Mexico a third time.
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New Video

Meet Our Paralegals:
Rachel Jackson
JOIN THE FIGHT FOR MIGRANT RIGHTS

Your Donation Helps Us:

• Provide Free Legal Intakes To Detained Immigrants

• Represent Asylum Seekers

• Assist Victims of Domestic Violence and Trafficking

Keep Up The Good Fight! Donate Today